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About This Game

Frozen Synapse is the ultimate tactical game on PC and Mac.
It brings the simultaneous turn-based strategy genre bang up-to-date and lets you give detailed, accurate orders to your squad:

classic gameplay with a modern interface.
Plan your moves, test them out, then hit the "Prime" button: both you and your enemy's turns are executed simultaneously.
Competitive-but-intuitive multiplayer and a huge single player campaign mean that Frozen Synapse will give you hours and

hours of tactical delight.

Key features:

Get a FREE full copy of the game for a friend with every purchase

5 challenging multiplayer modes, including the innovative bidding-based “Secure” and “Hostage Rescue”

55-mission single player campaign with dynamic dialogue and thrilling near-future narrative

Powerful Skirmish Generator

Facebook, Twitter and YouTube integration

15 Steam Achievements
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Integrated IRC chat as well as various community features

Random generation combined with hand-crafted content means that levels and maps are different every time

Critically-acclaimed electronica soundtrack by musician nervous_testpilot
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Not the best chapter, but definitly enjoyable. Can't wait to make more FRIENDS or get murdered... again. Whichever comes
first. At least we have something to hold us over until hiveswap act 2, which I hope lets us meet some of our new FRIENDS in a
new context!. Don't know why a lot of people turn down this game but for me its just a good game to play and discover about
historical war , culture , ..Its not only a M&B mod but also a true standalone. An antithesis of Facebook. Disturbing story frames
a graphic-based social network. Instead of trying to represent yourself visually, entertain others and boost your ego by gaining
their likes, in Selfie you reveal your inner thoughts anonymously without any ambition to gain popularity - and receive deep,
honest reactions, that have real emotional value. A work of art.. This thing is an absolute prick to learn but once you can
confidently start-up > take off > understand what the hell SOI and SPI means > navigate to your target > contact JTAC and
understand what a 9-Line is > go full BRRRRRTTTT when said JTAC clears you > fire a Maverick here > drop a GBU-12
there > order your wingman to go BRRRRTTTTTTT as well > air-to-air refuel on the way home and finally land, it's one of the
most satisfying gaming experiences you can have.

I learned to fly the Hog back in 2014, I'm still flying it to this day and plan to keep doing so for years. Hopefully one day ED
updates the Hog to support the Helmet Mounted Integrated Targeting (HMIT) system that the real thing received in 2012
because marking targets and slewing the targeting pod around with your head would be amazing.. is anyone still playing this
game
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I think the game will eventually be good but it would help a lot if there was a game guide. I find it difficult to control
movements of my avatar and don't really know how to access everything. Need way more different slot machines for me to stay
interested. The casino itself is very nice and the avatars realistic looking.. I will be honest\u2014I was not immediately blown
away in the first 5 minutes, but after 2 or 3 hours with this game I am getting pretty hooked on it. I was expecting kind of an
actiony run and gun affair, but that isn't really Orange Moon's thing... It is a thoughtful, atmospheric game with a bit of story to
it, and lots of little secrets and curiosities to investigate.

The pace of gameplay is rather slow and deliberate, it generally doesn't work well to act like you are playing Contra... Every bit
of fuel and ammo needs to be carefully managed, and you can expect to spend some time in each level scrounging for resources.
The controls take some getting used to (I am using the X360 gamepad), and the frame rate is just a tiny bit sketchy on my
system... but these are only minor flaws in what is otherwise quite a fun and immersive little game.

There is so much to love about the art and design of Orange Moon I hardly even know where to start! The pacing and difficulty
curve are just right. I found the sound and music very subtle and effective. The interface is quite good\u2014particularly the
complex equipment system where you can purchase precious ammo, unlock ever-more-gnarly weapons, and apply all kinds of
sweet upgrades. My favorite part of Orange Moon is the art style and use of color! There are so many nice visual touches, from
hulking abandoned alien machinery to tiny ambient particles of space dust everything looks balanced and consistent. Final
analysis: it is definitely worth your time to check this game out!

Gameplay: (7 \/ 10)
Visuals: (9 \/ 10)
Sound: (8.5 \/ 10)
Interface: (8 \/ 10)
Controls: (8 \/ 10)

Overall: (8.1 \/ 10) Recommended!. A good addon for H&D but you should get Black Edition because it is way more technically
sound than H&D. You are all super dumb.. Great extension of an already great game. Boring game (mini-games in a game).
Visuals average, music and sounds are bland. Bow shot was pretty exhausting (work out, not a game), not challenging and just
boring.

This also is the first game out of dozens of games that made me hit my controller hard two times. Happened in the gametype
"smash". Funny eh? The game does not place\/keep the player in a safe position so it's only a matter or time. Especially if you
don't have a lot of room AND have expensive stuff around you, you better not buy this! I haven't played the 3rd gamemode
since I stopped after destroying the controller.

The game is too expensive anyway. There's many other games that deliver a much better experience for the money.. [Bad Rev...
Good Review]
Continuing right off from the cliffhanger at book 1, it was refreshing to dive right back into the story. Already I have grown
attached to the various characters who reside by your side, each with strengths and flaws that make them feel alive, and very
much human. Yanderes have been the bane of my existence and it's nice to see it reflected in the engaging and sometimes grim
and humorous story. At a glance this series may not seem like much but once you break past that hesistance to purchase this you
won't regret it( unless you're illiteral or something). It's a relief to still see how your choices impact the story as well as add
additional dialogue according to your choices. Sure there aren't any pictures but I respect substance through engaging works of
literature than through excessive amounts of pictures. Although I'm\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665that
I may have to wait a while for the next one, I give this a 10\/10. The loco has many bugs despite update. The manual doesn't
explain loco operation properly and it's undriveable with hud, you must use mouse.

Can be enjoyed, but be prepared for many annoyances.

Crucial elements not in manual: you must switch the gear raio on the middle panel to drive faster than 50 kph. To decrease
throttle gradually, you must use mouse. For braking, use mouse.... :(

For shunting it's very gimmicky.
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